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European  Communities  (DG  X Information)- 200  rue  de  Ia  Loi,  1049 Brussels- Belgium ADDRESS  BY  THE  RIGHT  HONOURABLE  ROY  JENKINS,  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  COMMISSION  OF 
THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES,  TO  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
Luxembourg,  Tuesday  11  January  1977 
Today  is both an  intimidating and a  moving  occasion for me.  Over  a 
long span in national politics I  have  devoted much  of my  energies and inves-
ted most  of my  political capital to and in the  cause  of European unity.  I 
have  done  so  instinctively because  I  felt it in my  bones  to be  the most 
worthwhile  cause to which  a  European citizen could apply himself.  But  I 
have  constantly been able to fortify this instinctive belief with the 
intellectual cement  of seeing in detail how  few  problems  we  are any  of us 
able to solve  on  a  purely national basis. 
Despite this deep,  long-standing and active commitment  to the European 
cause,  I  have never worked  closely within the institutions of the Community. 
I  recall a  remark of Winston Churchill's.  When  asked what  was  his 
relationship with the  Church of England he  said: 
"  I  could hardly be  called a  pillar of the Church.  I 
am  more  in the nature  of a  buttress.  I  have 
supported it from  the outside". 
This  being so,  I  now  enter the portals with  some  humility towards  those 
who  have  long worked within,  but also with the  complete  commitment  and 
determination which  is necessary in order to undertake any great  job. 
I  am  also aware  of coming  from  outside in another sense.  I  am  the 
first President  from  a  country which was  not,  alas,  present  at the creation 
of the original Six.  Britain may  still in some  ways  appear remote  from  the 
heart of Europe.  But  Britain is now  decisively a  part  of the Community,  the 
decision confirmed by an  overwhelming public vote  19  months  ago.  It was 
the most  recent  great popular victory won  by the European  cause.  That  should 
not  be forgotten either in Britain or elsewhere.  I  do  not,  however,  intend 
to be  a  British President.  I  intend to be  a  European President.  I  do  not 
of course wish to deny my  national origins.  Anyone  who  attempted to do  that 
would be  a  narrow man,  with at least  one  dimension  lacking.  He  would also be 
a  foolish man,  particularly at a  time  when  the desire for local cultural 
identification,  erupting within national states but  in no way  necessarily 
contradictory to the broader European concept,  is taking on  a  fresh force 
throughout  many  of the Community  countries. 
We  are all of us  in large part a  product  of our national cultural 
linguistic and political background.  That  is one  reason why  we  are able to 
talk about  the richness and diversity of Europe.  As  a  result we  all want 
our countries to benefit  from  the  success of the Community.  But  here  we 
are at a  delicate hinge.  To  wish to benefit  from  the success of the Community 
is a  good thing.  But  what  is quite different and highly undesirable is 
constantly to try to strike a  narrow arithmetical balance as to exactly how 
much  day-to-day profit or loss each country is getting out  of the  Co~unity. 
The  Community  is not  a  betting-shop or a  lottery-stall into which  one  takes 
one's stakes and hopes  to come  away  with more  than one  went  in,  but knowing 
always  that the pool  is fixed,  that nothing can be  created therein,  and that 
a  gain can therefore only be at the  expense  of another member's  loss.  Such 
a  narrow approach would  soon recoil on  the head of any nation,  rich or poor, 
which attempted to live by it.  The  Community  can and must  be more  than the 
sum  of its parts.  It can create and give more  than it receives,  but  only 
if the Member  States,  peoples and governments alike,  have  the vision to ask 
what  they can contribute,  and not  just what  they can get. I  also  come  before you as  a  politician,  a  Minister intermittently 
over a  span of 12  years,  a  parliamentarian continuously over a  span of 29. 
I  do  not  think that is a  bad thing.  The  Commission  should be  a  political 
rather than a  technocratic  bo~, constantly aware  of the public  impact  of 
its proposals but  combining vision with practicality,  efficiency with 
humanity.  The  diversity of our backgrounds  and experience will strengthen 
and broaden  our ability to  do  the  job before us. 
The  Commission  must  also work most  closely with the Parliament.  No 
doubt  we  shall have  disputes,  but  we  are  on  the  same  side.  Although we 
have  thought  it right in this Commission  to designate a  Member  with Special 
Responsibilities for Relations with the Parliament,  we  should all have 
close links with the Parliament,  and be prepared to answer to you  for our 
various  resp.onsibili  ties.  We  should none  of us shelter behind an 
intermediary.  Apart  from  the Commissioner with Special Parliamentary 
Responsibilities,  the  Budget  Commissioner,  as  has  been historically the  case 
with evolving Parliaments,  may  well  develop  an  especially close relationship. 
His portfolio  demands  a  concentration of attention.  That  is why  we  have  not 
associated it with a  totally disparate  one,  as  was  previously so.  But  the 
lead in relations with the Parliament must  be  given by the President.  I 
shall endeavour to give that  lead,  and to establish close relations with 
the political groups within the Parliament.  We  are a  coalition Commission, 
as is wholly right, at least at the present  stage of development.  I  shall 
therefore need to be  a  coalition rather than a  partisan President.  I  shall 
be  a  partisan only for the unity of Europe. 
I  attach the highest  importance to the prospect  of direct elections. 
Europe  is a  political enterprise,  which  we  have  so far endeavoured to 
advance  by mainly economic  means.  It is concerned with the hearts of men 
and women  and not merely with the management  of packages.  Let us manage 
the packages well as we  have mostly but not  invariably done  in the past,  but 
let us never forget  the purpose and the objective.  We  must  therefore greatly 
welcome  the introduction of this new  political dimension of universal 
suffrage.  For the target  date to be missed would be  a  major setback.  The 
responsibility on  any  country which  impeded this development  would be  heavy 
and damaging. 
The  election of the Parliament will not  in itself,  give greater legal 
powers.  But  it will have  greater moral authority.  I  believe that the best 
contribution that the new  Commission  can make  towards this beneficent 
transition,  which will make  a  dramatic divide  in its four-year lifespan, 
is to anticipate  it: to get used to treating the present Parliament as it 
will treat the new  one.  I  intend from  here  forward to inject into our 
consideration of any proposal  we  put  forward to the Council  the  systematic 
and serious consideration of whether it is one  for which  we  can reasonably 
expect  the  support  of a  majority in this Parliament.  So,  allowing for the 
pull of leadership as well as  the  response  of democracy,  do  enlightened 
national governments  behave.  We  will  do  the  same. 
I  have  emphasised the high priority I  intend to give to Parliament. 
This,  the first occasion on  which  I  address you,  is the right moment  to 
make  that  emphasis  clear.  But  I  shall also be  addressing you next month  on 
the  occasion of the presentation of the Programme  of the Commission.  That 
speech is obviously the  one  in which  I  should go  into the detail of the 
policies which  the Commission  intendsto pursue.  Nonetheless,  I  should like, 
at that time,  to set out  some  indication of the direction in which  I  believe 
both the Commission  and the European  Community  should be  pointing. 
I  most  naturally start with the distribution of portfolios in the new 
Commission.  In taking the decisions of the night of 6/7  January,  the 
2 Commission  has  sought  both to give  emphasis  to some  developing and crucial 
policy areas,  and at the  same  time to  t~ to bring,  where  possible,  greater 
coherence to certain key  functions. 
First, all the information activities of the Commission  have  been 
brought together under my  authority as President.  It is,  I  believe,  of 
fundamental  importance,  especially in the  lead up  to Direct Elections,  that 
the  informative role of the Commission  should be  seen to have  and receive a 
single clearly collegial sense of direction and purpose.  This  can best be 
done  by the President,  and I  am  determined to t~ to ensure  a  vigorous 
presentation to the public of the Commission's activities. 
Secondly,  over the lifetime of this Commission,  the Community  will be 
making decisions about  those  countries which  seek membership.  This  is a 
key task and the questions  inherent  in the further enlargement  of the 
Community  are so  important  that we  have  thought it right to make  it a 
priority task of one  Commissioner.  But  we  have not approached the creation 
of this portfolio for special responsibilities solely on  the basis of a 
single policy issue.  There  is a  real need for a  senior Member  of the 
Commission  to beh a  position to take  on  and concentrate  on  a  wide  and 
changing range  of vital ad hoc  issues of this sort. 
Thirdly,  the portfolio for Employment  and Social Affairs provides for 
a  greater concentration on  the problem of unemployment,  especially of 
structural unemployment,  which  confronts all member  countries,  even the most 
economically successful of them.  To  ensure that the Commissioner  responsible 
for these tasks  can operate on  broad enough  canvass,  we  have  linked the 
Tripartite Conference with this portfolio. 
Fourthly,  there is the closely related issue of the manner  in which  the 
various financial  instruments available to help correct  imbalances within 
the Community  are administered.  There  has been too great a  tendency to see 
the various Community  funds  in isolation one  from  the other.  The  policy in 
relation to them  should be  seen and coordinated as a  whole. 
Finally,  we  have  decided greatly to reorganise the area of the Internal 
Market  and Industrial Affairs by bringing the existing Directorates General 
together and placing them  together under the authority of a  single Member 
of the Commission.  Indust~ throughout  the Community  is undergoing a  sus-
tained period of rapid structural change  and it is therefore  important that 
the Commission  services dealing with  indust~ should be  brought under one 
hand and organised as rationally as possible. 
These  are the principal changes  in the  shape  of portfolios by which 
we  have  sought  to emphasise the priorities as we  now  see them.  But  there is 
one  other aspect  which,  although it is most  clearly embedded  in a  single 
portfolio,  is a  theme  which  should run through all Commission  responsibilities. 
The  Community  is designed to protect and advance  the interests of all its 
citizens.  Policies to safeguard the producer need to be  balanced by policies 
to safeguard the consumer.  That  balance has not  always  been struck in the 
past.  This means  that  we  should give greater weight  to the protection of the 
consumer as well  as to that of the environment  in which  we  all live.  The 
Common  Agricultural  Policy can  serve as an example.  In the difficult times 
which lie ahead,  the Commis.sion  must  work  to maintain and improve  the  Common 
Agricultural Policy.  But  I  believe we  can best do  this by  showing clearly 
that it can  serve the  common  good  in providing stable supplies of food at 
reasonable prices as well as stable markets  for an efficient European 
agricultural system. 
3 bshort,  we  must  seek to ensure that the Europe  of the Community,  and 
especially the Commission  which  is its servant,  is seen to have,  and has  in 
fact,  a  human  face  which  individual citizens in Member  States can both 
recognise and trust. 
The  previous Commission  under the dedicated leadership of Frangois-
Xavier Ortoli,  has  had to operate for three quarters of its mandate  under 
the pall of the most  discouraging economic  weather which  we  have  known  for 
a  generation.  In this climate they have brilliantly defended the citadel. 
They  have  even with great  courage  and skill made  some  successful forays  out 
of it, particularly,  but not exclusively,  in the area of relations with the 
outside world,  both developed and developing.  But  essentially they have  had 
to live in winter quarters.  I  do  not yet feel  any benign stirring of the 
breezes of spring.  But  what  I  do  feel  is that there comes  a  time  when  you 
have  to break out  of the citadel or wither within it.  That  time  is now  very 
close upon  us.  Nor  are the omens  necessarily unpropitious.  The  Member 
States have  recently gone  too much  their own  way. 
They  cannot  possibly congratulate themselves upon  the result.  One 
aspect  of the result has  been a  greater sense of apprehension,  a  greater 
sagging of hope,  than Europe  has  experienced since the beginning of its 
post-war resurgence.  Out  of this morass  they may  be more  inclined to 
listen to Community  proposals for the future,  provided they are cogently, 
firmly and selectively presented.  And  across the Atlantic we  have  a  new 
President  who  has made  it clear in his public statements that he  is anxious 
to work  in partnership with Europe  as  a  Community.  But  what  this will mean 
in practice and how  effectively we  can have  anequal  relationship across 
the Atlantic will depend essentially on  how  seriously we  take  ourselves as 
a  Community.  Our  own  attitude is a  pre-requisite for the reactions of 
others. 
The  logic of working together must  be  clearly argued.  The  25  years up 
to the  end of 1973  were  among  the most  stable,  prosperous  and hopeful  in 
the whole  long history of this continent.  But  there  ~s a  paradox about this 
achievement.  Precisely because  we  became  so prosperous  and enjoyed such a 
degree of political stability,  we  came  to take them  for granted and to forget 
that the foundations  on  which  they rest are  in reality extremely fragile. 
And  we  may  forget  also how  our prosperity and stability were  achieved,  and 
in forgetting,  behave  in ways  which will put their continuation in  jeopardy. 
The  truth is that the prosperity and stability which Europe  enjoys 
today is in large measure  due  to the vision and statesmanship of those who 
created the European  Community  in the late forties and fifties.  But  if our 
children are to enjoy comparable prosperity and stability in the  1980s  and 
1990s  this generation will have  to display the  same  vision and statesmanship 
as  did our predecessors.  It is easy today to think in terms  of anniversaries. 
It is 30  years since the first stirrings of the modern  European Movement. 
It is 25  years since the Coal  and Steel Commuhnity  took up  its tasks  in this 
City of Luxembourg.  It is 20  years since the signature of the Treaty of 
Rome.  It is also easy to praise the great names  of the past,  and praises 
they certainly deserve. 
Yet  I  believe that our duty today is not to invoke  histo!Y,  but to 
start once  again to make  it: not to praise famous  men  by  sitting idly on  the 
scaffolding of the half-finished building and drinking toasts to those  who 
laid the foundations  so well.  The  best tribute we  can pay  to them  is not 
to praise them  but to emulate  them,  to get  on  with out  job  and add at least 
another storey to the building.  We  cannot  live indefinitely on  the triumphs 
of half a  generation ago.  If we  do  this,  we  will ensure that the idea of 
Europe  means  nothing to the hearts of the young and is only an evocative 
evening memory  in the minds  of the middle-aged and the old. 
4 We  are  indeed at a  potentially dangerous  junction of generations. 
Those  who  made  the Community  were  mostly well-advanced in life, but they 
were  sustained by  a  great wave  of European  enthusiasm amongst  the young,  to 
whom  the conflicts and the suspicions and narrow nationalisms of the past 
were  not merely  repugnant  but  almost  incomprehensible.  It was  the older 
generation who  had been brought up to hate and distrust those whom  they had 
fought  who  found it difficult to bury the past.  Now,  if we  are not careful 
it may  be the other way  round.  It is the young  who  will yawn  at Europe  and 
only their elders who  will remember  its great message. 
That  would  be  a  most  dangerous balance for the future.  We  must  be 
determined to avoid it.  And  that can only be  done  by  showing that Europe  has 
a  direct  relevance not  only to the mechanics  of our economies  but to 
combatting the uglinesses and frustrations  and injustices of everyday life; 
and relating it too to the transcendent purposes of world peace  and human 
freedom.  We  must  graft the  idea of Europe  into the lives of its people. 
No  matter how  technical are the proposals which  come  before us,  the prior 
question we  must  ask ourselves is:  "How  will this improve  the lot of the 
European citizen?  How  in particular will it affect those whose  future  seems 
purposeless and unrewarding?  Will it make  them  more  content at work?  Will 
it indeed give them  a  better chance  of finding work?  Will it  give them 
the framework  for more  satisfaction in life away  from  work?  Will it make 
the individual citizens feel that this Europe  of ours is not  just an affair 
of professional politicians but is a  better place to live in,  and thus attach 
the citizens to its higher purposes,  not as  an abstraction,  however noble,  but 
as a  continuum,  extending from  world influence to  job opportunity?" 
To  underpin this public impact  we  must  of course  endeavour to end the 
growing divergence  of the economies  of the Member  States.  This  cannot be 
done  overnight  or by simple decree.  And  it certainly cannot  and should not 
be  done  by asking the strong to  b~come less strong and less effectively 
managed.  It is no  part of our business to promote  an equality of weakness. 
Common  disciplines and learning from  success are an essential part of the 
philosophy of convergence. 
But  on  this basis we  must,  like any civilised community,  help the 
weaker members.  This is in the interests of the strong as well as the weak, 
for if the weak  were  to fall by  the wayside  an essential part of the foundation 
of unity on  which the strong have  built their prosperity would be  destroyed. 
Nor  should we  bee to surprised that divergencies have arisen.  We  would 
have been singularly lucky if they had not.  What  greater unity in the world, 
from  the Roman  Empire  to the United States of America,  would  ever have  been 
created if divergencies were  regarded as  a  recipe for despair?  The  test is 
how  we  face  them.  Help  for the weaker members,  provided they are also 
prepared to help themselves,  is one  of the distinguishing signs of the 
existence of a  community.  It applies to the  community  of the family.  It 
applies to the community  of the state.  And  it must  apply to our Community 
of European nations.  The  larger the Community,  the easier it is for the 
weaker areas to be neglected.  We  cannot  do  this without ultimately 
destroying the Community. 
And  in all our activities we  must  remember  our underlying political 
purposes.  Our means  are largely economic.  But  our end is and always  has 
been political.  It is to make  a  European Union.  It is to preserve and 
fortify our peace and liberty.  It is to restore to Europe  the influence in 
the world which  we  have  eo  wantonly thrown away  in a  generation of European 
civil wars.  Much  has  alrea~ been accomplished.  However  great may  be  our 
present difficulties they are as nothing compared with the problem which 
confronted those who  had to build afresh out  of the  rubble  and bitterness 
of the late forties. 
5 Let us not bemoan  too much.  &1t  let us at the  same  time be  aware  of 
the size of the stakes.  The  values of justice for all,  individual freedom 
and intellectual integrity,  which  were  the norms  of a  civilised society, 
and to which  can now  happily be  added a  sense of social fairness,  are not 
genuinely at risk.  There are not many  countries in the world which  can be 
counted upon  to sustain them.  We  represent  about  half of that number.  If 
our Community  cannot be made  to work,  what  can?  If we,  among  the richest 
and certainly the most  favoured and talented of the populations of the globe, 
cannot  learn to work  together,  what  prospect is there for humanity?  Or  for 
a  decent  civilised life for ordinary men  and women?  There  are the stakes 
and there are the issues.  Let  us  approach them  with an awesome  sense of 
responsibility,  but also with a  courageous  and  determined optimism. 
2.  DISTRIBUTION  OF  PORTFOLIOS  TO  THE  THIRTEEN  MEMBERS  OF  THE  NEW  COMMISSION 
OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
President  Roy  Jenkins 
The  Secretariat-General 
The  Legal Service 
- Information,  DGX 
- The  Spokesman's  Group 
Vice-President  Franyois-Xavier Ortoli 
Economic  and Financial Affairs,  DGII 
Credit  and investments,  DG  XVIII 
Statistical Office 
Vice-President Wilhelm  Haferkamp 
- External Relations,  DGI 
Vice-President Henk  Vredeling 
- Employment  and Social Affairs,  DGV 
The  Tripartite Conference 
(Governments,  employers  and trade 
unions) 
Mr.  Claude  Cheysson 
- Cooperation and Development,  DGVIII 
Mr.  Guido  Brunner 
- Energy,  DGXVII 
- Research,  science and education,  DGXII 
Mr.  Richard furke 
- Taxation,  DGXV 
Consumer  protection 
Transport,  DGVII 
Relations with the European 
Parliament 
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Vice-President  Finn Olav Gundelach 
- Agriculture and Fisheries 
Vice-President Lorenzo Natali 
Commissioner with special 
responsibilities for questions 
concerning the  enlargement  of 
the EEC 
- Environment 
- Nuclear Safety 
Contacts with Member  Govern-
ments  and public opinion in the 
Member  States on  preparations 
for the  direct election of the 
European Parliament 
Mr.  Raymond  Vouel 
- Competition,  DGIV 
Mr.  Antonio Giolitti 
- Coordination of Community  funds 
- Regional policy,  DGXVI 
Mr.  Christopher Tugendhat 
- fudgets,  DGXIX 
- Financial control,  DGXX 
- Financial Institutions,  DGXV 
- Personnel and Administration, 
DGIX Mr.  Etienne  Da.vig.non 
- Internal Market,  DGXI 
Industrial Affairs,  DGIII 
3.  STATEMENT  BY  EXECUTIVE  COMMITTEE  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  TRADE  UNION  CONFEDERATION 
ON  THE  CURRENT  ECONOMIC  SITUATION  AND  THE  ROLE  OF  THE  COMMUNITY 
The  Executive Committee  of the European  Trade Union  Confederation is 
appalled that a  very bad economic  situation in Europe now  shows  every sign 
of getting even worse. 
A structural crisis 
Since the onset of the present  depression after the oil cr1s1s 1  the 
ETUC  has  repeatedly stressed that Europe's  economic  problems are not  just 
cyclical but also structural in nature.  Instead of tackling these structural 
problems  with selective investment  and labour market  policies,  reliance has 
overwhelmingly been placed just on  traditional methods  of demand  management. 
Instead of sustainable growth,  Europe  is now  facing renewed recession;  instead 
of reducing unemployment,  even more  jobs are being lost;  and instead of 
effectively controlling the rate of price increases - a  major rationale for 
many  of the policies pursued - we  are seeing the  resurgence  of inflationary 
pressures. 
The  brunt of the crisis 
Governments,  employers'  organisations,  the ETUC  and the European 
Commission all accepted at the Luxembourg  Tripartite Conference  last June 
that the prime  aims  of economic  policy in the European  Community  must  be 
to achieve full employment  by 1980,  to realise an average  annual  growth of 
5%  over the period from  1976  to 1980,  and to reduce the rate of inflation 
to approximately 4 to  5%  by  1980  at the latest.  ~e Conference rightly 
recognised that all the parties concerned had to make  particular efforts to 
esnure that these objectives were  met.  For their part,  trade unions  have 
been making such an effort.  Indeed in many  countries  1  working people  have 
borne the brunt of the fight against inflation. 
Unacceptable attitude 
The  ETUC  is not satisfied,  however,  that all governments  have  been 
making corresponding efforts.  At  the Hague  European  Counci 1,  governments 
accepted a  Commission  document  which  showed  that after the weak  economic 
recovery of 1976  renewed  recession was  very possible in 1977,  thereby implicitly 
recognising the bankruptcy of the sort of policies which up till now  have 
generally been pursued.  In spite of this,  governments  resolved to take no 
counter measures at this stage.  The  ETUC  finds this totally unacceptable. 
No  more  talk 
The  ETUC  stands by the agreement  made  at the Tripartite Conference  and 
so must  governments,  employers'  organisations and the Commission.  It must 
be made  very clear that the ETUC  will not be  a  party to a  strategy which 
replaces action by talking. 
7 No  Excuses please 
The  ETUC  recognises that the possibility of a  further increase in oil 
prices poses  some  uncertainty in the  economic  situation.  But  we  will not accept 
increases as an excuse for a  continual failure to tackle the real problems 
that the European  economy  faces. 
The  EEC's first talk 
The  ETUC  insists that the first  job  of the new  Commission must  be to 
prepare,  in the light of the new  situation,  detailed proposals for 
discussion and agreement  with governments  and both sides of industry on  how 
to get  the Community  economy  on  to the right path to achieve the 1980 
objectives.  Other European countries have  the right to expect that the Euro-
pean  Community  will in fact  take effective action.  Indeed,  the Community's 
failings have  been a  major cause  of their own  problems.  We  cannot  accept 
that  we  should wait until yet another Summit  Conference  in the Spring of 
1977· 
Cooperation with EFTA 
Recent  Opinions of the Economic  and Social 
Committee  and discussions already underway  involving the ETUC  in the Standing 
Committee  on  Employment  and the Economic Policy Committee  have  been of some  use. 
Closer cooperation is also being established with EFTA.  But  despite frequent 
government  declarations  recognising the  growing interdependence of 
European  economies,  there has  been little real commitment  to accept  the 
disciplines -but also thereby the benefits -of closely coordinating policies. 
The  Community  and EFTA  must  start to develop machinery  involving both sides 
of industry to ensure  on  the basis of continuous contact and discussion,  that 
planned,  coordinated and realistic policies are pursued not  only at the 
macro-economic  level,  but also on  a  regional,  sectoral and company  basis. 
Job  creation 
The  ETUC  stands by the detailed analysis and proposals made  at the 
London  Congress last April.  We  believe that events  have  proved the worth of 
our programme.  In essence,  the ETUC  believes that  demand  management  policies, 
while  remaining important must  cede their central role to supply management 
measures.  A planned economic  expansion,  giving priority particularly to 
employment  creation,  to defending public and social services,  and to making 
better use  generally of existing production capacity,  together with 
selective labour market,  industrial and regional policies were  the means 
indicated by the Congress.  Congress  called for restraints on  investment  in 
congested areas and encouragements  in areas with above-average  levels of 
unemployment,  and for measures to support  consumer  demand  involving real 
wage  increases with emphasis  being placed on  low  income  groups.  The 
protection of the purchasing power  of workers  is a  priority ETUC  objective. 
The  responsibility of the  countries in the most  favourable  economic 
situation to take the  lead in ensuring that a  real and sustainable recovery 
takes place  remains  clear. 
Monetary Instability 
The  ETUC  insists that measures  to bring inflation under control  can 
and indeed must  be  in force at the  same  time  as measures  to reduce 
unemployment.  We  utterly reject the view that wage  increases are the main 
cause  of inflation.  It is in fact  high time that  governments  had a  proper 
discussion attheEuropean level on  the real  causes  of inflation.  A good 
start would  be  to look at the Maldague  report  which  was  prepared at the 
8 Commission's  own  request.  The  ETUC  believes that the principle dangers  of 
inflation now  come  from  international monetary instability,  from  a  new  spec-
ulative commodities prices boom,  and from  companies  trying to make  higher 
profits by  increasing prices instead of sales.  The  ETUC  has  accordingly 
called for European  governments to take  firm  joint action to resist monetary 
and commodity  speculation and to introduce a  system of price information 
and supervision. 
Reducing working hours 
Finally,  while the European trade union movement  believes very strongly 
that the main  responsibility for reducing unemployment  and improving the 
economic  situation should rest with governments  and European  institutions, 
we  recognise  reluctantly that  we  cannot  depend  on  sufficient and appropriate 
action being taken and in these  circumstances the  ETUC  must  continue to 
give priority to its campaign to reduce working time. 
Accordinly,  the  ETUC  Executive  Committee  has  decided: 
(1)  to seek a  meeting as early as possible in January with the 
new  President  of the EC  Commission  to express,  on  the basis of this 
Statement and the London  Congress  Declaration,  the ETUC's  great 
concern about  the present  economic  situation,  and to insist that 
the Community  initiates without  delay effective action to promote 
employment  and to control inflation 
(2)  that all affiliated organisations  should a)  seek early meetings 
with their governments to press the proposals made  in this Statement 
and in the  London  Congress  Declaration and b) to report back on  the 
results to the  ETUC  Secretariat so that further coordinated action 
can be prepared. 
4.  IN  BRIEF 
AGREEMENT  BETWEEN  TRADE  UNIONS  ( CGIL-CISL-UIL)  AND  THE  FEDERATION  OF 
EMPLOYERS  IN  PRIVATE  INDUSTRY  (CONFINDUSTRIA)  IN  ITALY 
After three months  of negotiation between the trade unions  and the 
employers  on  the  reduction of labour costs an  agreement  was  concluded on 
26  January.  This  agreement  consists of 8  points: 
abolition of the special  schemes  for applying the sliding scale; 
abolition of indexation for  severance payments  on  retirement; 
abolition of payment  for 10  days  of public holidays at the  special holiday 
rate;  payment  for five  days  of religious holidays at normal  overtime  rates; 
staggering of annual  holidays; 
development  of shift work  to make  investments more  profitable; 
full application of the rules  on  overtime; 
mobility within firms; 
campaign  against absenteeism by means  of a  new  system  of controls on 
sick-leave, 
CONFERENCE  OF  IRON  AND  STEEL  DELEGATES  OF  THE  CHRISTIAN  FEDERATION  OF  BELGIAN 
METAL  WORKERS 
Meeting in plenary session at the Liege Palais  des  Congres  on  25  January, 
500  trade union  delegates  from  the steel sector of the Christain Federation 
of Belgian Metal Workers  examined the economic  and social situation in their 
9 industr,y.  They  issued an urgent call for a  tripartite conference to be 
convened both in Belgium  and at Community  level to enable the necessary 
measures  to be  taken. 
THE  EUROPEAN  TRADE  UNION  CONFEDERATION  AND  THE  EFTA  TRIPARTITE  CONFERENCE 
On  14  and 15  Februar,y  1977  the EFTA  is to hold a  tripartite conference 
on  the  economic  and employment  situation.  In the ETUC's  view,  Western 
Europe  is a  free  trade area and consequently measures  proposed to achieve 
full  employment  ought  not to be  restricted to the territory of the Community 
or of EFTA.  The  ETUC  is of the  opinion that  the  EEC  and EFTA  should 
establish a  greater degree  of consultation and cooperation,  primarily 
concerning trade but also exchange  rates and capital movements. 
fuline with its aims  for  1976-79,  the  ETUC  demands- amongst  other 
things - that  social benefits be  improved to sustain a  certain level of 
demand  and thus of employment.  In addition,  industrial and  investment 
policies must  be  selective and directed towards  job creation. 
To  combat  inflation,  direct measures  should be  taken,  i.e. through 
international monetary policy rather than by restrictions on  wages  or other 
measures  which primarily affect workers. 
THE  PAUL  FINET  FOUNDATION  GRANTS  324  SCHOLARSHIPS 
This  foundation  has  just granted 324  scholarships,  involving a  total 
of Bfrs.  2,695,000. 
Up  to the present  the Paul  Finet  Foundation has  received 8,979 
applications,  whilst  6,315 scholarships have  been granted for a  total amount 
of Bfrs  51,975,000.  As  is well know,  this financial aid is granted to 
children of workers  employed  in one  of the ECSC  industries who  died after 
30  June  1965  as a  result  of industrial accidents or occupational diseases 
(after 1  Januar,y  1973  for nationals of the three new  Member  States). 
These  scholarships are annual and are granted for vocational,  secondary or 
university studies. 
5.  JOINT  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  INTERREGIONAL  TRADE  UNION  COUNCIL  OF  THE  SAAR, 
LORRAINE  AND  LUXEMBOURG  IN  METZ  ON  21  AND  22  JANUARY  1977 
The  Interregional Trade Union  Council  of the Saar,  Lorraine and 
Luxembourg  (CESI),  which was  officially founded  on  10  July 1976  in Saarbrttcken, 
met  on  21  and 22  Januar,y  1977  at Montigny-les-Metz  for its second  joint 
conference. 
The  agenda for this Conference - which  was  attended by a  large number 
of regional and national observers  including Mr  DELPLANGHE,  Prefect  of the 
Lorraine  region,  Mr  RAUSCH,  Mayor  of Metz  and Mr  SCHAFF,  Mayor  of Montigny -
included problems  specific to these three frontier regions,  in particular 
the difficulties faced by  the  iron and steel  industry in Lorraine,  the Saar 
and Luxembourg,  employment  and vocational training and means  of communication. 
Government  participation was  marked  by  addresses  given by  Mr  Klaus  NOE, 
in charge of structural policy in the Ministry of Economic  Affairs  in Bonn 
and President  of the European  Regional Policy Committee,  Mr  Romain  SCHINGTEN, 
Adviser to the Luxembourg  Government,  and Mr  BERNET,  Technical Adviser to 
Mr  LECANUET,  Minister for Territorial Development.  The  Commission  of the 
10 European Communities  was  represented by Mr.  Helmut  RIES,  Principle Adviser 
to the Directorate-General for Information. 
The  Trade  Union  Confederations were  represented by Mr.  A.  PFEIFFER, 
of the  DGB,  Mr  Antoine  LAVAL,  of the  CGT-FO  and Mr  Roby  MEIS  of the 
Luxembourg  CGT.  The  three  speakers  examined the  causes  of the  economic  and 
social problems  common  to the  "European  region" of the Saar,  Lorraine and 
Luxembourg.  They  expressed their desire to find solutions to these problems 
not  only at national level but also through measures  specific to the  region. 
In a  joint resolution,  the  delegates pointed out  among  other things 
that  in spite of the  signs of economic  recovery with a  promising increase 
in production,  the  labour market  situation in France,  Germany  and 
Luxembourg  was  still precarious. 
The  catastrophic slump  in sales affecting the  iron and steel  industry 
in the  Community  was  having grave effects in the area - especially on  the 
labour market  - because  of the considerable  importance  of this sector in 
the "European region".  Extensive  dismissals  had been  announced or were  to 
be  feared. 
For the Saar-Lorraine-Luxembourg Regional  Council,"an analysis of the 
crisis in the  'European region'  appears to make  the European  Commission's 
aim  of reestablishing full  employment  in the Member  States in  1980  no more 
than an illusion". 
However,  "the Interregional Trade Union  Council  expec-ted the 
realisation,  by the agreed date,  of the aims  concerning the  reestablishment 
of full  employment  and the  reduction of inflation adopted by  the  EC 
Tripartite Conference".  For the Council,  "effective cooperation between 
Governments,  trade unions  and industry continues to be  a  prerequisite for 
dealing with present problems". 
"With this in mind,  the Interregional Trade  Union  Council  calls for 
the  organisation of a  tripartite economic  and social conference  on  the 
same  lines as that already existing at Community  level". 
In addition,  the Interregional Trade  Union  Council called for the 
following measures  to be  introduced as  soon as possible: 
reduction as far as possible of disparities resulting from  imbalances, 
specifie aspects of national legislations and inconsistencies at various 
levels  due  to exchange  rate fluctuations,  which  can appear so  suddenly that 
they are hardly conducive to harmonisation in the medium-term.  From  this 
point of view the vital interests of the  region depend  on  progress towards 
European  economic  and monetary union. 
Development  of an active  labour market  policy compr1s1ng specific 
harmonisation measures  concerning shorter hours  of work  and retirement. 
To  make  grants  from  public  funds  conditional  on  the protection or 
creation of new  and lasting jobs. 
- Use  of the European Regional  and Social Funds  in such a  way  as to 
influence structures and general additional  jobs. 
The  improvement  of vocational training,  the creation of suitable 
apprenticeship places and the use  of all available means  to provide 
supplementary vocational training and retraining. 
11 Rapid establishment of the vocational training centre proposed by the 
Interregional Trade Union  Council 
- Absolute priority for the construction in the Saar,  Lorraine and 
Luxembourg  region of ecologically acceptable power  stations using Saar and 
Lorraine coal;  cooperation on  planning and decisions  concerning power 
stations in the European  region of the Saar,  Lorraine and Luxembourg. 
Introduction of measures  and allocation of funds  in the area of coal 
utilisation and research.  Joint projects on  this subject  should be  given 
priority and receive additional financial aid from  the EC. 
The  President  of the Council,  Mr  Manfred WAGNER  of the Saar DGB, 
together with the Vice-Presidents,  Mr  Jean  SCHWALLER  of the Lorraine  FO  and 
Mr  Robert  GOERENS  of the Luxembourg  CGT,  will take the necessary steps to 
approach the three Governments  concerned and the Commission  of the European 
Communities. 
The  next  joint conference will take place next  autumn  in Luxembourg. 
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